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Let x = (X, , x, )..., X,) be a random vector in R” (Euclidean n-space) with 
density f  (x). X or f  (x) is said to be multivariate reverse rule of order 2 (MRR,) if 
f  (x V y) f  (x A y) < f(x) f  (y) where the lattice operations x A y  and x V y  refer to 
the usual ordering of R”. A density f(x) of X = (X, ,..., X,) is said to be strongly 
MRR, if for any set of PF, functions (cp,} (i.e., rp& - n) is totally positive of order 
2 on -co < C q < co) each marginal g(x,,, x “*,..., x.3 = I .‘. I f  (x ,,..., x,) cp,(x,> 
CD&J .‘. (o.-~(x,,_~) dr,, .‘. kc,“-, is MRR, in the variables (x,,, x YI,..., x,J, 
where (v l,...r ~1 and Ollr~2r...r~n-k) are complementary sets of indices. The 
property of strongly MRR, prevails for the multinormal, multivariate 
hypergeometric, Dirichlet, and many other densities. For a strong MRR, density we 
establish the reverse generalized correlation ‘inequality P(ai Q Xi & b,, i E 2, 
X,,<b,, vEJUK} P{ai<Xi<bi, iEZ}<P(a,<X,<b,, iEZ, X,<b,, vEJ) 
P(a, < X, < bi, i E Z, X, < b,, v  E K}, where I, J and K denote the set of indices 
(I...., kl, (k+ l,..., k + I}, (k + I+ l,..., n), respectively. Other inequalities and 
applications are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X = (X, ,..., X,) be a random vector in R” (Euclidean n-space) with 
density f(x). The preceding paper (Karlin and Rinott [4]) concentrated on 
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multivariate totally positive of order 2 functions (MTP,), i.e., f(x) > 0, 
satisfying 
f(x ” Y) f(x A Y) 2 f(x) f(Y) for all x, y E R”. (1.1) 
The lattice operations x V y and x A y refer to the usual ordering of R”. An 
elaborate discussion of examples, properties, and correlation-type inequalities 
attendant to (1.1) and references is presented in [4]. 
For various important distributions the inequality direction of (1.1) is 
reversed to 
f(x ” Y) .0x * Y) < f(x) f(Y)* (1.2) 
DEFINITION 1.1. A nonnegative function f(x) satisfying (1.2) is said to 
be multivariate reverse rule of order 2 (MRR,). 
Prominent examples include : 
(i) the multinomial, (ii) multivariate hypergeometric, 
(iii) multivariate Hahn, (iv) Dirichlet family of densities 
on a simplex, (v) multinormal for certain covariance structures; 
(1.3) 
(for details see Section 2). 
Supposef> 0 has the property thatf(u) f(v) # 0 impliesf(x) # 0 for any 
u < x < v. Then similar to the case of MTP, functions the validation of (1.2) 
ensues by verifying that f(x) = f(x,, x2,..., x,J is RR, in each pair of 
components, meaning that the determinant of Ilf(&, vj, x3 x,Jf, j=, is less 
than or equal to zero for all cl < &, r, < q2 in the domain of definition of 
f(x) and similarly with respect to all other pairs of variables. 
The product of two MRR, functions persists as an MRR, function. That 
is, if the nonnegative functionsf(x) and g(x) obey (1.2), thenf(x) g(x) also 
satisfy (1.2). The change of variables and scalings performed on a MRR, 
function f(x) yielding 
g(‘> = ( fi ui(xil) ftbltx*h b*(X*)v**9 bn(xn)) 
i=l 
with ai positive and bi(xi) all increasing (or decreasing) maintains the 
MMR, property. However, the composition formula 
wx9 z> = 
1 
fh Y) g(.Y, 2) dY 
(unlike the situation with MTP, kernels) does not in general preserve the 
MRR, endowment. 
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For example, in contrast to (1.16) of [4] f(x, , x2, x1) = e-X’(X’+Xz) is RR, 
over te domain x, > 0, x2 > 0, and xj > 0, while the marginal 
l? f(x, , x2, x3) dx, = l/(x, + x2) is not RR,, but rather TP,. 
In view of this anomaly we introduce the concept 
DEFINITION 1.2. An MRR, density f(x) of the random vector 
x = (X, ) x, )...) X,) is said to be strongly MRR, (S-MRR,) if for any set of 
PF, functions {rp,} (a function (p defined on (- 00, co) is PF, if rp(<- q) is 
TP, in the variables -co < <, q > co), each resulting marginal 
&“, 3 xv*‘“” X”,) 
(1.4) 
is MRR, in the variables (x,,, x “*,..., xvk), where (v, ,,.., v,J and (j, ,..., j,-,) 
are complementary sets of indices. 
As in the previous paper the densities under consideration are taken with 
respect to a product measure o = cr, x ... x o,, on R”. The abbreviation 
du,(x,) = dxi is used in (1.4) and hereafter. The PF, functions appearing here 
and in Section 2 may be defined only on the supports of u,., which can be 
subdomains of R, such as the integers. 
The examples listed perviously in (1.3) all qualify as S-MRR,; see 
Section 2. With this stronger notion, we have 
THEOREM. Let f(x) be a S-MRR, density of the random vector 
x = (X, , x, ,...) X,). Let (qi): be PF, functions and suppose that qk+ , ,..., cp,, 
are also all increasing (or decreasing), 1 < k < n. Then for any I such that 
k+l<n we have 
pftxi)) ( i=fI+, qftxi))) (lm5) 
In particular, since 
a<T<b 
otherwise 
--<aab<a (1.6) 
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is a PF, function, we have 
P(Ui < Xi < bi, i E I; X, < b,, v E JU K) P(a) <Xi < bi, i E I) 
XP(ai~Xi~bi,iEI;X,~b,,vEK), (1.7) 
where Z, J and K denote the sets of indices { l,..., k}, {k + l,..., k + I} and 
{k t I + l,..., n 1, respectively. 
Note that (1.7) also holds if X, <b, is replaced by X, 2 b, throughout. 
Obvious iteration and some reduction on (1.7) produces the inequalities 
for any S-MRR, density: 
P{Xi < bi, i = 1, 2,..., n} < fi P{Xi < bi}, 
i=l 
(1.8a) 
P{Xi > Ui, i = 1,2,..., n} < fi P{Xi > ai}. 
i=l 
(1.8b) 
The inequality of (1.8a) for the multinomial was noted by Mallows [a]. 
We can also extract from (1.8) the analogous inequalities involving 
conditioned random variables 
P{X, < b,, v = k •t I,..., n 1 Xi = Ui, i = 1, 2, . . . . k} 
< P{X, < b,, V = k + 1, . . . . k + 11 Xi = Ui, i = l,..., k} 
XP{X,<b,,v=ktl+ l,...,nIXi=Ui,i=l,...,k}. (1.9) 
Cases of MTP, and MRR, with discrete lattices. It is clear from the form 
of (1.1) and (1.2) that the MTP, and MRR, definitions work with respect to 
any lattice. Many of the results carry over to this more general framework. 
A particular class of examples pertains to the lattice 4p of all subsets of the 
integers Z = { 1,2,..., n}, where an element a of Y specifies a subset of I and 
the ordering a < /3 signifies set inclusion. Of course, the empty set is the 
minimal element of 9. 
Consider a positive definite matrix M of size n X n and define the function 
M(a) = principal subdeterminant of M based on the row and column indices 
of a (by convention, M(8) = 1 for 8 the empty set). 
It is quite familiar that for M a positive definite matrix, we have 
Wa A PI Wa V P) < M(a) NJ) (1.10) 
(e.g., see Fan [ 1 ] or Karlin [3, p. lo]) and therefore M(a) is MRR, . 
The same property, (1. lo), prevails for any totally positive matrix or any 
Leontief matrix (a matrix is Leontief if all its principal minors are positive 
and all its off-diagonal elements are nonpositive). A number of interesting 
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matrix determinant inequalities emerge parallel to (1.5); see Section 4 (cf. 
Fan [l]). 
Another wide ranging perspective on the MTP, and MRR, endowments is 
to consider real value functions defined on a lattice satisfying 
J-(x A Y) * J-6 v Y) < f(x) * S(Y), 
or (1.11) 
fb A Y) * J-(x v Y) > f(x) * f(Y). 
When * is ordinary multiplication we recover the MRR, and MTP, 
properties, respectively. Where * connotes addition, then the inequality 
reflects subadditive or superadditive functions, e.g., see Lorentz [5]. Another 
case of interest takes * as the sup. operation. Throughout the theory the * 
product is assumed to be commutative associative and isotone (monotone on 
R’). 
An elaborate theory replete with motivations leading to functions obeying 
(1.11) bearing applications to optimization problems of operations research, 
e.g., in the determination of optimal inventory policies, concerning the 
behavior of solutions for linear and nonlinear programming problems was 
developed by Veinott and Topkis. Some of their results are set forth in the 
work of Topkis and Veinott [7] and Topkis [8]. 
2. MULTIVARIATE REVERSE RULE FUNCTIONS: 
EXAMPLES AND BASIC THEOREMS 
The multinomial, hypergeometric, Dirichlet, and other densities are 
S-MRR, . The underlying random variables are negatively correlated; 
however, the derivation of inequalities is limited by the fact that there are no 
global composition theorems that preserve the MRR, property. On this 
account there are no general probabilistic inequalities paralleling (1.17) in 
[4] (even with the inequality sign reversed) and concomitantly the form and 
level of the correlation-type inequalities are more restrictive. 
Let $9 denote the class of PF, functions on R. (See Karlin [3, Chaps. 7, 
81.) Note that in the definition of S-MRR, densities (Definition 1.2) the 
function {cp,} appearing in (1.4) are in q, and as a result of this formulation 
the following Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 apply to Q. However, no specific 
properties of PF, functions are used in the proofs. 
For x = (x1 ,..., xn), y = (y, ,..., y,) E R”, we write x < y if xi < yi, 
i = l,..., n. A function (p defined on R” is increasing (decreasing) if 
(D(x) G cp(Y) (P(X) 2 V(Y)) for all x < y in R”. (2.1) 
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THEOREM 2.1. Ler X = (X, ,..., X,) be a random vector taking values in 
R” having a density function f with respect to a product measure 
a=a,X ". Xan. and suppose f is S-MRR,. Let qi, i= l,..., n be all 
increasing (or all decreasing) functions in F. Then for any 1 < k < n 
E(9(X,) “’ 9k(Xd9ktl(Xk+l) “’ 9,(XJl 
GE{9,(X,) “’ 9k(xk>~~19k+l(Xk+l) “’ 9”(XJl (2.2) 
provided the expectations exist. 
Proof: In the following lemma we develop the case n = 2, in which 
f (x, ,x2) is a RR, density (Is f ( xi, x2) dx, dx, = 1) and subsequently we 
proceed by induction with respect to n. We use the abbreviation 
dxi = doi( 
LEMMA 2.1. If f (x,, x2) is RR, and h,, h, are both increasing (or both 
decreasing) and absolutely integrable with respect to f, then 
where A(xi) i = I,2 are the marginal densities, i.e., f,(xl) = j” f (x, ,x2) dx, 
fz(xz) = s f(x, 7 x,) dx, . 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. The proof is based on two facts: 
(i) If g(x,, xJ is RR, and s g(x, ,x,) dx, = 1, then for any increasing 
(decreasing) function h, the transform J” h(x,) g(x, , x2) dxz is decreasing 
(increasing) in x1. (See Karlin [3].) 
(ii) If g(x) is a density, I g(x) dx = 1, h(x) increasing, and h*(x) 
decreasing in x E R, then the simple one-dimensional Tchebycheff 
rearrangement inequality asserts 
j 4x1 h*(x) g(x) < j h(x) g(x) dx ( I( j h*(x) g(x) du . 1 (2.4) 
Observe that 
II h,(x,)h,(x,)f(x,,x,)dx, dx, = h,(x,)h*(x,)f,(x,)dx,, (2.5) i 
where h*W = J’ h2(xZ)(f ( x, , x2)/fi(x,)) dx, is decreasing (increasing) by 
(i). Then apply (2.4) in (2.5) to deduce (2.3). 
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We continue with the proof of Theorem 2.1 by induction on ti. Assuming 
the result holds for n - 1 we apply it to the density 
By the induction hypothesis we know that 
which combined with (2.7) yields (2.2). 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1 
(2.8) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X have a S-MRR, density with respect to 0. Let 
VT,..., q$ be any functions (not necessarily monotone) in Q and ‘pII+, ,..., rp, 
all increasing (or all decreasing) functions in SF’, for some 1 < k < n. Then 
foranyl>,Isuchthatk+l<n 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 2.1 applied to the density 
‘ptx,+ Iv*-*1 x&C-’ I I . . . cpT(x,) ... &(xk)f(x,r...,x,)dx, ... dx,, (2.10) 
where C = E[&(X,) ... q$(X,)]. 
In the following examples %? is taken to be the class of PF2 functions on 
either the integers, or the real line R. 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. The multinomial distribution. Let 
py p;n if ? ki=m 
,?I 
0 < k,., integer 
= i = l,...,n. 
0 otherwise (2.11) 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For n = 2 f(k, , kJ is RR,. 
ProoJ Let k, < kT, k, ( k$. Then 
f(k, 3 k,) f(k, 7 W < o 
f@T, k2) f(kT, W ’ 
with strict inequality holding if and only if ki + k, k, + kr = m and 
kT#ki, i= 1,2. 
Remark 2.1. In the case n = 2, X, = m -X, and X, is a binomial 
variable. One can show directly that for a pair of decreasing or increasing 
functions hi, h,, E[h,(X,) h,(X,)] < (E[h,(X,)])(E[h,(X,)]). This inequality 
follows also by virtue of Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let ak be a PF, sequence, i.e., ak-, is TP,. Consider 
f(k 1 ,..., k,) given by (2.11). Then 
g(k z~-., k,) = 2 a, f (v, k, ,..., k,) 
II=0 
(2.12) 
is RR, in each pair ki, kj, 2 < i < j < n, when the other variables are kept 
Jixed. 
Remark 2.2. Note that for fixed k2 ,..., k, the sum in (2.12) contains only 
one element with index v = m - k, - ... - k,. 
However the support of g(k2,..., k,) is not contained in a simplex where 
Cyz)=l ki = c for some constant c as in the case off(k, ,..., k,). 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. 
g(k 2 ,..., k,) = ak, m! fJ Pl’, k,! ... k,! i=, 
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wherek,=m-k,--...-k,,sothat 
g&s.., k,,) = am-k2-kp-. -kn 
m! 
(m-k,-k,--...-k,)!k,!k,!...k,! 
n 
x [Q* pf’ pp- -kn. 
( 1 
Now both l/(m - k, - k, - ... - k,)! and u,-&k,-. -kn are RR, in ki, 
kj, 2 < i < j < m and hence the product is RR, (see Karlin [3, p. 1571). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let dk be a PF, sequence. Then 
t?t’(k 3 ,..., k,) = 5 d, g(v, k, ,..., k,) 
v=O 
(2.13) 
is RR, in each pair ki, kj, 3 Q i < j < n, where g(k,,..., k,) is defined in 
(2.12). 
Proof. It is shown in the proof of Proposition 2.2 that g(k,,..., k,) can be 
expressed as 
dk 2,me.y k,) = U(k, + k, + ... + k,) fi p:’ fi l/ki! (2.14) 
i=2 1=2 
where U(x + y) is RR, in x and y integer valued. Therefore defining 
d: = d,/v! 
mfkj 
i(k 3,..., k,)= C d,-k,U(A t k, t ... t k,) p$-“’ fi p:’ fi l/ki! (2.15) 
A=kp i=3 i=3 
Since dlmk3 is TP, in Iz and k, and U(A + k, + ... + k,) is RR, is L and k,, 
it follows by the basic composition formula (Karlin [3, Lemma 1.1, p. 991) 
that the convolution (2.15) is RR, in k,, k,. From symmetrical 
consideration this kernel is RR, in any other pair of variables. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let {a?‘],..., {a~-“} be n - 2 PF, sequences. Let 
gtk, + , ,..., k,) = z ... c ( fi at)) f(k, ,..., k,), lg,~<n-2, (2.16) 
kl j=l 
wheref is given by (2.11). Then g(k, + , ,..., k,) is MRR, and thusf(k, ,..., k,) 
is S-MRR, (Definition 1.2). 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on p establishing that g of (2.16) 
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is RR, in every pair ki, k,j, ,u + 1 < i < j < n. Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 
embody the cases ,U = 0 and 1, respectively. Note that (2.15) is equivalent to 
and therefore g(k, ,..., k,) = (nyz3 p:‘) W(k, + .‘. + k,) fi l/ki! where 
i=3 
W(k, + . . + k,) = t d,* p; U(V + k, + . . + k,). 
u=o 
In a similar way, we find that 
is a function of the form 
Z(k, t . ’t k,) ifiu l/k, ! 
which, by the induction hypothesis, is RR, in each pair ki, kj, p < i < j < n. 
Multiplying by at’ and summing over k, and paraphrasing the analysis of 
Proposition 2.3 we deduce that (2.16) is RR,. Since identical proof applies 
for any arrangement of the indices, it follows that f(k, ,..., k,) is S-MRR,. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Dirichlet distribution 
f(Y , ,***, YJ = 
T(C;=O ej) nJ=or(ej) (l-~l~~)eo-‘!:I yY 
for 0 < yj, j = l,..., n, i yj < 1. 
j=l 
The parameters are subject to 19, > 1, j= 0 ,.,., n. The density f(y, ,..., y,) is 
S-MRR, with respect to the class of all PF, functions on (0, 1) as verified in 
the next proposition : 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let pi be PF, functions. Then 
is MRR, in y”,, ,..., y, provided 19, > 1, j = 0 ,..., n. (For the case n = 2, 
f(y,, YJ is RR2 in y1 9 yz .> 
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Proof: The case n = 2 reduces to verification that 
I 1 - Y,- Y23 dY,? Y2)= o Yl+Y,<L Y,,Y,>O otherwise (2.17) 
is RR, in y,, y, which can be done directly. 
For n = 3 we need to examine 
I 
1 
o(y,)(l - y1 - y, - yJy Yy’-1Y;2-‘Yy dY, 
0 
= yyyp-1 1 cp(A - y,)(l -I - y&-l (A - y,)e:-r dJ, 
l 
(2.18) 
0 
where l”+ = r* for r > 0 and 0 for < < 0. 
Since rp is PF,, it follows that the function I& y2) = q(n - y2) is TP, in 
(4 Y2). 
The function (,I - y,)y-’ is also TP, in the variables A, y, since 
8, - 1 > 0 and therefore t&I, y,)(A - y,)T-’ is TP, in 1, y2. 
The function (1 - 2 - yj)y-’ is RR, in the variables ;1, y, (with do > 1). 
The basic composition formula (Karlin [3, Lemma 1.1, p. 991) entails that 
the integral in (2.18) is RR, in (y2, y3). 
Assume (by induction) that 
J I 
“’ cp,(y,) “’ cp”-,(yL,-,)(l - Y, - .” - YnY 
is RR, in every pair yi, yj v < i < j Q it. (The analysis for the cases v = 1,2 
paraphrases the discussion of (2.17) and (2.18), respectively.) 
Now observe that the integral of (2.19) can be expressed as 
g(y, + .” + y,) yp-’ “’ y?-’ 
for a suitable function g. Multiplying by (p,.(y,.) and adapting the analysis 
used in the case n = 3, we deduce 
c c %(Y,> “’ rp,,_,(Y,,~,)cp,.(Y,.)(l - Y,- “’ - YJY’ 
x (fj y:i-‘) dy, .,.dy,. 
is RR, in yi, y,i v + 1 < i < j < n and Proposition 2.4 ensues by induction. 
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EXAMPLE 2.3. The multivariate hypergeometric distribution. Let 
f(k , ,..., k,) 
[a (:)](3’ if ~~~k,=m,Osk,n~,,j=I,...,n 
0 otherwise, (2.20) 
where CJ= i Mj = M. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. f(k , ,..., k,) defined in (2.20) is S-MRR, with respect 
to the class of PF, sequences. 
Proof: The proof parallels the multinomial case. In fact if in (2.11) we 
set p, = ... = p,, = 1, then up to a constant (2.20) and (2.11) coincide for 
kj<Mj, j= l,..., n. It is easy to see that Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 persist for 
the density of (2.20). Proposition 2.3 carries over with the same proof, 
where, for example, in summations such as (2.15) we have to replace m by 
M,, and the same is true for the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Consider the Hahn density 
f(k, , k, ,..., k,) = 
(k+J( k+J( k.k+,an) 
( 
M+Cy=,ai 
m ) 
ki are nonnegative integers, J$, k, = m, where ai are positive parameters. 
Then this f is S-MRR, with respect to the class g of all Polya frequency 
sequences. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let X N N(O,Z), where C= A - (lo,ojlly,j=i with li = 
diag@, ,..., A,), li > 0, Qi > 0, i = I,..., n, and y = l/(1 - Cy=, &‘af) > 0. A 
straight calculation shows that Z-i = li-’ + Y Ils,D~ll~,j=i, where Bi = oi/Li, 
i = 1, 2,..., n, and therefore pi > 0, i = I,..., n. The density function of X is of 
the form 
n 
f-(x , ,..., x,) = c exp -C aixf - C bibjxixj 
i=l itj I 
=cexp[ $, (bi-ai)Xi--( i,biXJ*]v 
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where all ui, bi, c > 0. We claim that this density is S-MRR, . In the case 
n = 2, f is RR, since eebxlx2, b > 0 is RR,. For n > 1 let 
g(x* v..., %I = I (Pl(X,) f@, 9*..9 x,) dx, 9 
where (pi is a PF, function on R. Then 
x exp (b, -a,) * -bb2x2 
1 
-(A+ gbixl) 1 $dA* 
The latter integral is RR, in each pair x2, xi, 2 < j < n, since 
cpl((k - b,x,)/b,) is TP, in 1, x2 and exp[-(A + EYE3 b,x,)‘] is RR, in 1, Xi* 
The RR, property in any pair xi, xj, 2 < i < j < n, follows likewise. Note 
that g can be expressed in the form 
dx 2,..., xJ = U&x, + ... + b,x,), 
where U is RR, in every pair of arguments. The proof of the S-MRR, 
property of the density f continues by induction along the same line as the 
multinomial case. 
The convolution of MRR, densities need not result in a MRR, density. 
However, inequalities of the type (2.8) hold under certain conditions. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let x = (X, ,..., X,) = Cy= I Z(j) where Z(j) = 
(Z;j’,..., Zl;“), j = l,..., m, are independently distributed random vectors, each 
having S-MRR, density with respect to Lebesgue measure on R”, or a 
counting measure on the integers. Assume also that the marginal density of 
each of the Zjj)‘s, i = 1 ,**-, n, j = l,..., m, is PF,. Then for any set of 
increasing (or decreasing) PF, functions vi, i = l,..., n, we have 
(2.21) 
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ProoJ The case m = 1 coincides with Corollary 2.1. We proceed by 
induction assuming the conclusion of the proposition true for a sum of m - 1 
random vectors. Accordingly, we have 
(2.22) 
where Y = (Y, ,..., Y,,) = C,J!;’ Z’-” satisfies for any constants z, ,..., z, 
n 
E ,Q CpdU, +zJ G fi EPdYi +Zi) 
1 I 
(2.23) 
i=l 
because of the induction hypothesis. The law of total probability admits the 
expression of 
ir 9i(Yi + Zl”‘) 
i= 1 I 
(2.24) 
for (2.22), where E Z~,,,) and E, denote expectations with respect to Z(“” and Y, 
respectively. Applying (2.23) to the inside factor the quantity in (2.24) is 
bounded above by 
Eztrn~ 
I 
f& E,9(Yi + Zi”‘)l * (2.25) 
As a function of z, the expression 
Ey[9i(Yi + z)l = r 9i(Y + z> i?(Y) h 
(where here g denotes the (marginal) density of Yi) is a PF, function since 
the assumptions entail that both 9i and g are PF,. Because the density of 
Zcm) is S-MRR, Corollary 2.1 can be invoked with respect to (2.25) to 
deduce (2.21). 
EXAMPLES. Proposition 2.6 applies to sums of independent multinomial 
random vectors, as the marginals distributed binomially satisfy the PF, 
condition. Note that the convolution of multinomial densities of the type 
defined by (2.11) will not produce a density of the same kind, unless the 
parameters p1 ,..., Pn are common to all densities. 
The Dirichlet and multivariate hypergeometric distributions also satisfy 
the conditions of Proposition 2.6 since the marginal distributions, the beta, 
and univariate hypergeometric respectively are both PF,. The same holds for 
the multinormal density of Example 2.5. In this case Proposition 2.6 extends 
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the validity of inequality (2.8) to any X N N(0, Z), where 
Z = A - CF=, avAv with A diagonal, A, = 1) CZ~“‘CZ~“)~~~,~=, , ai”’ > 0, a, 2 0, 
v = 1 ,..., m, i = l,..., n (C positive definite). 
3. SOME PROBABILITY INEQUALITIES FOR S-MRR, DENSITIES 
We highlight in this section a number of inequalities of special interest 
that follow from the previous results on MRR, densities. 
Note first that if X = (X, ,..., X,,) has a S-MRR, joint density, then 
Lemma 2.1 implies that 
COV(X,) Xj) < 0, l<ic j,<n. (3.1) 
Since the function q(x) =x”+ is PF, for any a > 0, we may conclude that 
for X , ,..., X, nonnegative random variables having a S-MRR, density or if 
the conditions of Proposition 2.6 are satisfied then for any a1 ,..., a, > 0 
E(X:‘, X;’ . ‘. XZ”) s fi E[XY’] (3.2) 
i=l 
and 
< fi E(eCfXi) 
i=l 
(3.3) 
(note that (3.3) provides a comparison between the Laplace transform of 
Cy= 1 Xi and the product of Laplace transforms of Xi). 
Since the indicator functions of intervals (finite or infinite are PF, (see 
(1.6)), Theorem 2.2 implies that if X, ,..., X, have a MRR, density, then 
P(Ui <Xi < bi,, i = l,..., k; Xj < b,j, j = k + l,..., n) P(u, <Xi < bi, i = l,..., k) 
< P(ai <Xi < bi, i = l,..., k; xi < b,i, j = k + l,..,, k + I) 
P(a,<X,.,<b,,i= I,..., k;ATi<tj, j=k+l+ l,..., n) (3.4) 
and in particular (see Theorem 2.1) 
P(X, S b, ,..., X,Sbb,)SP(X,Sb,,...,XkSbk)P(X,,+,Sbk+,,...,X,,Sb,,). 
(3.5) 
The conditional probability inequality (1.9) is obtained by setting a, = b,, 
i= 1 ,..., k, in (3.4) (with a limiting argument in the continuous case). 
It is worth emphasis that if in (3.4) and (3.5) all relations of the type 
Xj < bj are reversed to Xj > bj, the corresponding probability inequalities are 
retained. 
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Note that if in the definition of S-MRR, densities the requirement that the 
integral of (1.4) is MRR, is restricted to (cp,} is a given subclass of 9, then 
the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 hold for this subclass. 
Let (Yi ,..., Y,) be S-MRR, variables and consider (X, ,..., X,) = 
(b,(Y,),..., b,(Y,,)), where bi are monotone (say increasing) functions. 
Substitution and direct manipulations show that for the density of (X, ,..., X,) 
the expression corresponding to (1.4) is MRR, provided the PF, functions 
{p,) are such that q,(bi(x)) are all PF,. A nonnegative function (D (in the 
differentiable case) is PF, if and only if (p(p” - (rp’)’ < 0. Therefore for a PF, 
function p the function rp(b(x)) is PF, provided 
4@(x)M~(x))l” - i [NG))l’~’ 
= b@(x)) vN(b(x)) - @‘w)N*1@‘(x))* + P(W)) yl’(W) b”(x) < 0. 
(3.6) 
Because q is PF,, (3.6) holds if @(b(x)) b”(x) < 0. The latter condition is 
satisfied if rp is increasing (or decreasing) and b concave (convex). Thus, in 
terms of the appropriate increasing or decreasing subclass of Q, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let Y,,..., Y, be S-MRR, and set (X, ,..., X,) = 
(b,(Y,),..., b,(Y,J) where the function b, are ait increasing (decreasing) and 
concave (convex). Then fir any increasing (decreasing) PF, jimcfion (p,) 
inequality (1 S) holds. 
4. SOME INEQUALITIES AMONG SUBDETERMINANTS OF MATRICES 
In concluding this paper it adds perspective and breadth to describe a 
number of applications of the correlation-type inequalities for MRR, and 
MTP, functions on finite discrete lattices. 
Consider the finite set of integers I= { 1,2,..., n} and the lattice 9 of all 
subsets of I (including the empty set) ordered by inclusion. A function 
M(a) > 0 for a traversing y (e.g., a = (i i ,..., ik)) is MRR, if (1.2) holds and 
MTP, when the inequality direction is reversed. We noted in the Introduction 
that (1.2) holds when M is a positive definite matrix, or a totally positive 
matrix, or a Leontief-type matrix. Then 
where 
M(a) = subdeterminant of M based on the rows and columns of a. (4.2) 
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By convention &Z(B) = 1 for the empty set 19, M(I) = ]M] = det M for I the 
total set. In the cases under consideration M(a) is also increasing in a. 
It follows inductively from (4.1) that for a = {i,, iz,..., ip} 
M(a)<M({i,})M({i,}),...,M({i,})= fi miuiuY (4.3) 
v=l 
where M = I] m,]]:. Inequality (4.3) is somewhat reminiscent of the one-sided 
correlation inequalities as appearing in (1.8). 
Fan [2] highlighted a hierarchy of interesting inequalities attendant to 
(4.1). For completeness we cite one of them. 
Let a1 , a2 ,..., ap be elements of 9, that is, subsets of I = { 1,2 ,..., n}. For 
1 < k < p, let Pk be the set of those indices which are contained in at least k 
of the sets a, ,..., ap. The MRR, property (4.1) implies 
k=q 
(4.4) 
More specifically, for some integer r Q p, if each of the indices 1,2,..., n is 
contained in exactly r of the sets (a,, a,,..., aJ, then in the presence of (4.1) 
we have 
and for q = 1, nf= i M(a,) > (det M)‘. Another consequence of (4.1) asserts 
that for P, equal to the product of all kth-order principal minor determinants 
of h4, 
p >p;l(“-‘) > . . . >p;m) > . . . >p,. 10 (4.5) 
Since obviously l/M(a) = A( a is MTP, we can exploit the correlation ) 
inequalities (see (1.7) in [4]) of the form 
for suitable choices of monotone q(a) and t&a) to deduce 
(4.7) 
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In fact, to get (4.7), take in (4.6) ~(a) = [M(a)]” for a > a, and 0 
otherwise, and v/(a) = [M(a)]’ for a >pO with v/(a) = 0 otherwise. 
Under the specification q(a) = M(a) and v(a) increasing, (4.6) goes into 
(4.8) 
If we take p(a) = M(a) for a > a, and zero otherwise, (4.6) becomes 
where m is the cardinality of ao. For a,, = {l,..., n} = 1, (4.9) reduces to 
(4.10) 
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